invaluable

T

op philosophy scholars comprise
the SEP’s volunteer authors and
subject editors working together to
ensure that entries remain current and
authoritative.

informative

E

ntries cover many important issues
in contemporary philosophy for
students, professionals, and the public.
SEP entries are widely used in individual research and in philosophy courses.
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in-depth

H

undreds of entries averaging over
10,000 words – greater than any
other philosophy reference work available anywhere.

in demand

W

ith as many as 750,000 entry
retrievals per week worldwide,
the SEP is philosophy’s premiere portal
to the World Wide Web. SEP entries
are read not only by philosophers and
students, but also by others in diverse
disciplines including mathematics, law,
science, and history.
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Just consider:
quality content

A

rticles are useful to both undergraduate and graduate students.
By providing high-quality, in-depth
entries, the SEP has become widely
cited in individual research and course
syllabi.

breadth & depth of usage

T

he SEP makes philosophical
scholarship globally available and
accessible – from university students
and faculty to high school students and
the public at large. To discover usage
statistics for a particular week, see
http://plato.stanford.edu/usage/

current & authoritative

U

p-to-date bibliographic references
provide a useful guide to essential reading for students, scholars, or
anyone interested in philosophy. The
SEP’s comprehensive archival system
facilitates citation of SEP entries in
research papers and reference works.

SEP
Encyclopedia of Philosophy

The Stanford Encyclopedia
of Philosophy (SEP) is at
the vanguard of the Internet
age through its collective effort
to create and maintain an authoritative reference work of
philosophy online. The SEP
has revolutionized traditional
text-based encyclopedias; it
avoids the need for printing new
editions by publishing a rigorously
peer-reviewed, dynamic encyclopedia
on the web. Authors can update entries
freely while expert reviewers ensure improved
quality. A dynamic encyclopedia evolves and
quickly adapts to reflect advances in research.
The SEP by nature is not – and will never be –
finished because the process of updating a dynamic encyclopedia does not end. This ability
to adapt, change, and respond quickly to new
ideas is absolutely essential for any scholarly
reference work in the twenty-first century.

Working Together

Philosophers, librarians and interested individuals have joined forces to ensure that the
SEP remains free and widely accessible to all.
Specifically, the SEP must raise $4.12 million
over the next three years to establish a permanent operating fund to remain viable and to
preserve open access.

“B

y offering authoritative, in-depth entries on the
most important issues in contemporary philosophy, the SEP has become an invaluable learning
and research tool for students and scholars alike.”

–John Perry, Henry Waldgrave Stuart Prof. of Philosophy,
Stanford University

Preserving Open Access

We need help from people like you to
help meet our private donation goals
and keep the SEP free and publicly
available. In return, you get permanent guaranteed access to top
scholarship that keeps the
world current on the latest
ideas in philosophy. Your
support is critical to the
ultimate success of the
SEP. Every amount
helps. We greatly appreciate your generosity,
and encourage you to give any amount that
feels comfortable for you. If successful in this
three-year campaign, we will be able to keep
the SEP free without the need to charge users
on an annual or per use basis.

How to Make a Gift

There are several ways to make your fully taxdeductible gift. You can send a check (payable
to Stanford University) to
The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
Gift Processing
Stanford University
PO Box 20466
Stanford, CA 94309-0466

Credit card gifts can be made by calling tollfree (866) 543-0243. Or, donate online at
http://plato.stanford.edu/fundraising/donate.html

